Introduced in 2002, 1 optical projection tomography (OPT) is a relatively new technique for high-resolution three-dimensional imaging of fluorescent and non-fluorescent biological specimens in the micrometer to centimeter range. Ranging from studies of anatomy to gene expression, applications have been reported in many areas where 3D images of biological samples are required or offer additional insight. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Fluorescence OPT works by capturing images of the fluorescence emanating from within a specimen from a number of equidistant angular orientations. Figure 1 illustrates the process. The information contained in these images, referred to as projections, is combined to produce a 3D image of the auto-fluorescent anatomy and/or fluorescent-labeled parts of the specimen. Figure 2 illustrates that this 3D image can be rendered and crosssectioned in useful and enlightening ways, without the need for time-consuming and destructive physical sectioning of the specimen.
A physical model of image formation combined with a reconstruction algorithm results in superior optical projection tomography reconstructions.
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The information contained in a set of OPT projections is generally re-combined one slice at a time using the filtered back projection (FBP) algorithm. For a single slice, the FBP algorithm builds up an approximation of the slice by additively smearing the information contained in the corresponding row of each projection across an initially blank image. However, FBP does not account for optical effects such as blurring, which has been shown to result in qualitative and quantitative inaccuracies in fluorescence OPT reconstructions. [13] [14] [15] The use of an iris to increase the depth of field and reduce blurring is common practice and overcomes some of the limitations of the FBP algorithm. However, this approach inevitably leads to a lower signal-to-noise ratio in the projections and does not fully resolve the blurring issue.
Theoretical advances have focused on pre-processing OPT projections for use with FBP 13 and modifications to the FBP algorithm itself, which result in quantitatively correct reconstructions, but at the cost of image quality. 14 An approach that takes the effects of the optics into account could lead to superior reconstructions.
Consider a discrete spatial domain of voxels ('volumetric pixels') encompassing the depth of field (DOF) of the imaging system. A system matrix S can be calculated to describe the numbers of photons emitted within each voxel being detected at each CCD detector pixel.
Given a system matrix S and projection data P, the maximum likelihood expectation maximization (ML-EM) algorithm starts with an initial estimate B of the body and iteratively computes successive improved estimates. The algorithm consists of the repetition of two key steps: the expectation and maximization steps, the derivations of which lead to a mathematical formula for the iterative procedure outlined in Figure 3 . 16 The expectation step uses forward projection to calculate expected projections given the current estimate of the body. The maximization step calculates a more likely estimate of the body given the expected projections from the previous estimate of the body. Figure 4 shows a digital test sample (phantom) consisting of three areas of fluorescence against a zero fluorescence background, which we used to compare the performance of the ML-EM algorithm against that of the standard FBP algorithm.
We calculated 100 fluorescence OPT projections of the phantom and used the FBP and ML-EM algorithms to reconstruct the phantom. The ML-EM algorithm performed considerably better than FBP, assigning very low fluorescence intensities outside the original areas of fluorescence and yielding high contrast fluorescence without the streak artifact associated with FBP, as can be seen in Figures 5 and 6 . Intensity analysis revealed that the FBP reconstruction contained significantly lower intensity fluorescence than the original phantom whereas the ML-EM reconstruction contained the correct intensities. In conclusion, optical projection tomography is a relatively new imaging modality that can be used to obtain 3D images both of absorption and fluorescence in biological samples on the micron to centimeter range. When used to reconstruct OPT data the standard FBP algorithm can produce quantitatively unreliable images that also suffer from qualitative drawbacks such as blurring and streak artifacts. Using a model of image formation for fluorescence OPT, the ML-EM algorithm can produce reconstructions that are both quantitatively correct and qualitatively superior to those produced by the FBP algorithm.
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In addition to the improvements described above, the explicit modeling of the OPT optics in the system matrix should allow the use of wider optical apertures, thereby achieving a higher signal-to-noise ratio in both the projections and the reconstructions. 
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